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QUESTION 1

Some system values were changed as the result of an audit. The administrator noticed that saves are faster, but that
recoveries now take longer to complete. Which system value setting would cause this to happen? 

A. Setting the QDSKCMP system value to 1 to compress the data on disk 

B. Setting the QPERADJ system value to 2 to dynamically adjust the performance 

C. Setting the QSAVACCPTH system value to 0 indicates that access paths will not be saved 

D. Setting the QALWQBJRST system value to *ALWVLDERR to allow the restore of programs with validation errors to
be restored 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

How can an administrator prevent users with *SECADM and *ALLOBJ authority from changing the security related
system values? 

A. Using SST set the "Allow system value security changes" parameter to 2 (NO). 

B. Register a custom program which blocks the CHGSYSVAL command to the QIBM_QS V_SECURITY Exit Point. 

C. Change the default for the SYSSECVAL parameter of the Change System Value (CHGSYSVAL) command to
*REVOKE. 

D. Run Change Security Attributes (CHGSECA) command with the System value security (SYS VALSEC) parameter
set to *NO. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command shows CPU utilization for both user jobs and IBM i system tasks? 

A. WRKSYSSTS 

B. WRKSYSACT 

C. WRKTSKSTS 

D. WRKACTJOB 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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An IBM i 7.1 partition has a system ASP that has a combination of Solid State Drive (SSD) units and Hard Disk Drive
(HDD) units. The system administrator needs to permanently migrate the logical files that are randomly accessed by the
application jobs to the SSDs. 

What is the appropriate method for identifying the most randomly accessed logical and physical files? 

A. Query the table QSYS2/SYSIXSTAT for files with logical reads greater than U and sequence in descending order. 

B. Use WRKACTJOB command to identify the application jobs.For each job, select option 5=Work with, then 14.Display
open files, if active, than press Fl 1. 

C. From Performance Tools, generate a system report to an output file.Query the output file for logical files with random
reads greater than U and sort in descending order. 

D. Trace the accessed file data using the TRCASPBAL SET(*ON) ASP(l) command.Print the report with the command
PRTTRCRPTTYPE (*FILE) QRDER(*DESC), and look for Random Reads/sec. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator created and tested a CL program to perform a nightly backup of an in-house application. The program
adopts authority of the owner who is a user with *SAVSYS special authority. 

The administrator can run the program without error. However, when any member of the OPERATOR group attempts to
use the program, an error occurs. 

Which action will correct the problem and maintain system security with least effort? 

A. Grant the operators *ALLOBJ authority. 

B. Change the authority on the library and program to PUBLIC *ALL. 

C. Grant the operator group profile *USE authority to the program. 

D. Use the Grant User Authority command (GRTUSRAUT) and specify the OPERATOR group as the referenced user. 

Correct Answer: C 
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